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Abstract: In this paper, a mechanical rotor speed estimator for sensorless control of standalone brushless doubly-fed induction
generators (BDFIGs) is addressed using the αβ axis CW-flux based model reference adaptive system (MRAS) estimator. The estimator
is integrated in the control method for controlling the frequency and voltage value during various work scenarios. The efficiency of the
suggested estimator and control technique is proved by overall simulation performance as illustrated without employing a sensors of the
rotor speed, the sensorless control strategy integrating the suggested speed estimator can successfully keep the frequency and amplitude
of power winding of voltage fixed at various rotor speeds, during various cases of machine parameters and load changes.
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1. Introduction
In order to the use of brushes and slip ring, the conventional
(DFIG) face several disadvantages, like large dimensions,
minimum reliability, and large cost desired for repair.
Furthermore, the (BDFIG) has absorbed much concentration
because of its high precision design and minimum
maintenance cost. The control winding (CW) and the power
winding (PW) with various numbers of poles to hold the
straight connecting among them are contained in the stator,
while the rotor is particularly structured to offer the crossconnection among CW and PW [1]-[6]. The BDFIG keeps
whole the merits of the conventional DFIG [5]. The
standalone BDFIG has appeared very good cost-effective
solution of energy for changing speed fixed frequency-ship
shaft-based power generation systems. the power winding
side converter (PSC) is used to supply the changing
frequency excitation current for CW, and the control winding
side converter (CSC) contribute dc link same like the PSC is
linked to the PW for adjusting the dc link voltage and
obtaining the power flow in both directions as shown in
Figure1 [6]. The application of physical speed sensors has a
lot of disadvantages with respect to hardness, cost, repair,
and cabling. Therefore, the sensorless physical speed control
is preferred [7].

2. Section 3 addresses the structure of the proposed MRAS
estimator. The suggested sensorless control system using the
αβ axis control winding-flux MRAS observer is addressed in
Section 4. The simulation performance is presented in
Section 5. Finally, section 6 is addressed the conclusion.

Figure 1: Block diagram of BDFIG

2. Mathematical Model
The mathematical relation for speed of rotor is represented
as [10]
The equations of BDFIG in the PW stationary frame (αβ) is
obtained as [10]

Recently, the stand-alone BDFIG control methods have been
addressed are mostly with speed sensors [8], [9], which will
decrease system reliability, increase the cost. In this paper,
the αβ control winding-flux MRAS using voltage-oriented
control strategy is employed to obtain the sensorless control
of standalone BDFIG systems, which can achieve the direct
control for the frequency and amplitude of the PW voltage,
without using physical speed sensor.
The suggested strategy consists of two models, the reference
and the adaptive model employing the αβ control windingflux. The paper is regulated in the following way. The PW
stationary frame model for BDFIG is represented in Section

where, i, ψ, u, denote current (A), flux linkage (Wb) and
voltage (V), respectively, U is RMS value of voltage (V). Rr
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R2 R1 and Lr L2 L1 are resistances (Ω) and Self-inductances
(H) of the rotor, control and power windings respectively.
While L2r, L1r are mutual inductances (H) among the rotor
and control windings; rotor and power windings
respectively. Actual rotor positions (mechanical rad) and
differential factor is represented by  r , and S respectively.

Where  ,  denote initial position of PW and CW.
1 2
Apply (11) into (10), the adaptive model of the estimation of
the αβ axis CW flux can be obtained, as

Moreover, a reference model can be designed as follows
from (6), and the flux of the rotor is neglected, the following
can be achieved

3. MRAS Estimator Structure
The suggested MRAS estimator, as illustrated in Figure 2,
has two models, the reference and the adaptive model. The
measured flux of CW achieved from the currents and
voltages of the PW is compared to the estimated CW-flux
achieved from the both currents of the CW and PW. The
error is regulated to be converge to zero employing a
proportional integral (PI) regulator and the PI regulator
output is employed as the observation of the physical rotor
speed. Subsequently, this observed speed is fed back to set
the adaptive model.

From (5) and (13), the αβ axis CW current is written as

From (7), (9) and (14) the reference model of the αβ axis
control winding flux is given as

The estimated speed of the rotor can be defining as follows

Figure.3 shows the phase-axis relationships of the PW, CW,
and RW of BDFIG

.
Figure 2: Structure of the αβ axis CW-flux MRAS observer
The adaptive model can be obtained as follows.
From (3) and (6), the current of rotor, ir, can be achieved by

Rr  s  jp1r ) can be neglected, the rotor current can be
obtained as

From (7), (9), the αβ axis control winding flux is achieved as

The transformation from the CW reference frame (αβcw), to
that in PW reference frame, (αβ) is given as follows

Figure 3: Phase-axis relationships of the PW, CW and RW

4. Suggested Sensorless Control Based on αβ
axis control winding-Flux MRAS Observer
The PW voltage d-axis component, u1d tracks the reference
of PW voltage U1* through the CW current reference i2d*.
The q-axis element PW voltage, u1q, can equal to zero after
regulating the CW current frequency, ω2*, such that the
overlapping of the resultant PW voltage vector with the daxis of dq frame, i.e. the PW frequency and voltage can
completely track their reference values. (in this paper, the
magnitudes of reference are set as 50Hz and 311 V) during
various speed of rotor, parameters and load for the
standalone BDFIG system. Figure 4 shows the overall
proposed control method.
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Figure 4: Overall block diagram of the proposed sensorless control method for the standalone BDFIG system

5. Simulation Performance
To prove the implementation of the suggested control
technique, several of the achieved results from the simulation
are addressed in this part for a BDFIG while the range for
variable speed of rotor is, started from 700 rpm and finished
with 600 rpm. The effectiveness of the suggested αβ axis
control winding-flux MRAS estimator for sensorless DVC
during the parameters change is also approved in this part.
Table 1 shows the simulated system parameters.
Table 1: Detailed Parameters of BDFIG
Parameter
Value
Power
30KVA
Speed domain
600~1200 rpm
p1, p2
1,3
The rated of PW current and
380 V, 45 A
voltage
The rated of CW voltage
350 V
The rated of CW current
40 A
Rr, R1, R2
0.3339 Ω ,0.4034 Ω, 0.2680 Ω
Lr, L1, L2
0.2252 H ,0.4749 H, 0.03216 H
L1r, L2r
0.3069 0.02584 H

5.1 Response under Load and Speed Change
Figure 5 shows the response during the speed of the rotor
started from 700 rpm and finished with 600 rpm at 1 s for the
suggested αβ axis control winding-flux MRAS observer.
Figure 6 illustrates the change of load, started from 50 Ω,
and finished with 25 Ω at 1 s. Figures. 5(a)-(e) show the
measured and observed speeds of rotor, the three phase of
PW voltages, the PW dq voltages, the three phase of CW
currents, and the three phase of PW currents respectively
Figures. 6(a)-(f) show the measured and observed rotor
speeds, the three phase of PW voltages, detailed of the three
phase of PW voltages, the PW dq voltages, the three phase
of CW currents, and the three phase of PW currents
respectively.
Figure 5: Simulation performances during the speed ramp
change. (a) Real and observed speeds of rotor. (b) The three
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phase of PW voltages. (c) The PW dq voltages (d) The three
phase of CW currents. (e)The three phase of PW currents.

Figure 6: Simulation performances during the load change
(a) Real and observed speeds of rotor. (b) The three phase of
PW voltages. (c) Detailed of the three phase of PW voltages
among 0.9 and 1.1 s(d) The PW dq voltages (e) The three
phase of CW currents (f) The three phase of PW currents.
5.2 Effect of Parameters Variations
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the response of BDFIG when the
parameters change, including the change of resistance of PW
and whole inductances which affect the proposed control

method, respectively. The effects were suggested with 130%
of resistance PW and 150% of the all values of inductance
under the change of load from 50 Ω to 25 Ω at t=1s. Figures
7 (a)-(f) and 8 (a)-(f) show the measured and observed rotor
speeds, the three phase of PW voltages, detailed of the three
phase of PW voltages, the PW dq voltages, the three phase
of CW currents, and the three phase of PW currents
respectively.

Figure 7: Simulation performances with 130% change in
resistance of PW. (a) Real and observed speeds of rotor. (b)
The three phase of PW voltages. (c) Detailed of the three
phase of PW voltages among 0.9 and 1.1 s(d) The PW dq
voltages (e) The three phase of CW currents (f) The three
phase of PW currents.
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the suggested control strategy using the αβ axis control
winding flux MRAS. Furthermore, the performance results
prove the good tracking among the observed and real
response of speed, proving the robust efficiency of the
suggested sensorless control method using the αβ axis
control winding flux MRAS observer for standalone
BDFIGSs.
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Figure 8: Simulation performances during 150% change in
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voltages (e) The three phase of CW currents (f) The three
phase of PW currents.
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